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ABSTRACT: The chemical and topological structure of
polymer networks can seldom be orthogonally controlled.
For example, novel network topologies are often accessed
via the direct incorporation of supramolecular assemblies
into the network structure, introducing potentially
undesirable chemical components. Here, we address this
deficiency by programming topology into network
precursors through the incorporation of self-assembly
motifs in leaving groups, which become “traceless
topological modifiers.” Our method enables us to control
polymer network topology using self-assembled structures
as templates that are not themselves incorporated into the
network. We demonstrate this strategy using a model
network formed through potassium acyltrifluoroborate
(KAT) ligation. Two four-arm polyethylene glycol
(PEG)-based star polymers prepared with either O-ethyl
or O-octyl carbamoyl hydroxylamine chain ends serve as
network precursors, where differences in chain end
hydrophobicity produce different self-assembly states in
solution. Addition of a bis-KAT reagent to these star
polymers induces amide bond formation and concomitant
expulsion of the ethyl or octyl traceless topological
modifiers, producing topologically isomeric PEG gels
with identical chemical compositions yet vastly different
physical properties. This work highlights the impact of
topology on polymer network properties and provides a
new strategy, traceless topological modification, for
polymer network design.

The structure of polymer networks can be divided into
chemical and topological components. Compared to

chemical structure, which has been widely applied as the
central design principle to tune bulk properties of polymer
network materials,1−5 topology has been much less exploited.
Recent advances in the synthesis and characterization of
topological features in polymer networks6−16 have demon-
strated that network topology plays a critical role in many
aspects of material properties.10,12,17−21 Hence, it is of high
demand to develop strategies to achieve a high-level control of
polymer network topology.
Direct incorporation of self-assembled structures into

polymer networks is the most popular approach to control
polymer network topology, leading to several novel classes of
polymer networks, such as sliding-ring gels,8 polyMOC

gels,10,14 and micellar hydrogels.22,23 However, these strategies
introduce potentially undesirable chemical components into
the network that could make them unsuitable for many
applications. Strategies to control topology without altering
chemical structure are rare and have their own limitations: for
example, semibatch monomer addition offers one way to
produce topologically isomeric networks with controllable loop
defects,12 but it requires a significantly longer network
formation time.
To control polymer network topology independently of

chemical composition, we propose the use of leaving groups as
supramolecular self-assembly templates (Figure 1). While
leaving groups are critical in controlling substrate reactivity
in organic chemistry, they are often overlooked as byproducts
in many network-forming reactions24,25 (e.g., amine-NHS ester
coupling,15 inverse electron-demand Diels−Alder reactions,7,26
Staudinger ligation,27 native chemical ligation28). By program-
ming self-assembly motifs into leaving groups, we envision that
these molecular fragments can act as traceless topological
modifiers, templating the topology of the polymer network
before they are expelled during gelation. Similar to many
templating processes that occur in nature (e.g., ossification),
the supramolecular template itself is not incorporated into the
final polymer network.
To demonstrate this strategy, potassium acyltrifluoroborate

(KAT) ligation,29,30 a type of amide bond formation reaction
between KATs and O-dialkylcarbamoyl hydroxylamines
(Figure 2a), was chosen as a model reaction, due to its high
efficiency, pH-dependent rate, and utility for hydrogel
synthesis.31,32 We encoded one of the most widely used
supramolecular interactions, the hydrophobic interaction,33−36

into the dialkylcarbamoyl leaving groups (R3 in Figure 2a) to
template the network topology. It should be noted that these
choices of KAT ligation and the hydrophobic interaction are
arbitrary and only serve as a proof of concept. In principle, this
templating process should be universal to any gelation
chemistry that involves leaving groups and a variety of
supramolecular interactions.
Two end-linked polymer networks were designed and

studied: Ethyl-KAT network and Octyl-KAT network. Both
of them are derived from bis-KAT oligomers (A2) and 10 kDa
four-arm PEG star polymers, the latter terminated with either
O-diethylcarbamoyl (Ethyl-B4) or O-dioctylcarbamoyl (Octyl-
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B4) hydroxylamines, respectively (Figure 2b). We hypothe-
sized that hydrophobicity differences between the ethyl and
octyl termini of Ethyl-B4 and Octyl-B4, respectively, would
drive differences in the self-assembly of these star polymers
prior to gelation; these differences would be reflected in the
topology of Ethyl-KAT and Octyl-KAT networks.
To probe the topological structure (specifically primary loop

fraction) of Ethyl-KAT and Octyl-KAT networks at short
length scales, we applied our star network disassembly
spectrometry technique.12 For both networks, two different
polymer precursors were synthesized, which possess either
hydrogen (B4H) or deuterium (B4D) labels between O-
dialkylcarbamoyl hydroxylamines and hydrolyzable esters
(Figure 2b). Network formation and hydrolysis leads to
three possible labeled products, the ratios of which are
measured by mass spectrometry and provide the fraction of
primary loops within the network (denoted as ϕλ).
The topology of Ethyl-KAT networks was examined first.

We leveraged the unique pH dependence of KAT ligation to
investigate the impact of gelation rate on network topology.
Ethyl-KAT networks were prepared at various concentrations

in five different aqueous buffer solutions. Figure 3a shows that
the gelation kinetics could be tuned for a representative
concentration ([Ethyl-B4] = 10 mM): as pH increases from
1.4 to 7.0, the gelation time (as estimated via vial inversion)
increases from ∼1 to ∼12 min. Despite different gelation
kinetics at different pH values, ϕλ is constant for any given
concentration (Figure 3b). Moreover, Ethyl-KAT networks
prepared in MeOH/H2O (1:1 (v:v), with 0.1 M oxalic acid)
had identical primary loop fractions to those prepared in
aqueous buffers at all measured concentrations. These
experimental results agreed well with rate theory simula-
tions,9,12 the latter of which assume that network precursors
are evenly distributed with no preorganized structure. Taken
together, these findings suggest that Ethyl-KAT networks have
an “unperturbed topology”.
Next, Octyl-KAT networks were prepared in MeOH/H2O

(1:1 (v:v), with 0.1 M oxalic acid), where Octyl-B4 formed a
cloudy mixture at high concentrations, which is suggestive of
assembly into large aggregates. While Ethyl-KAT and Octyl-
KAT networks had identical chemical structures as determined
by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (Figure S1) and
similarly high conversions (>98% functional group conversions
as characterized via star network disassembly spectrometry),
Octyl-KAT networks had an almost 50% lower ϕλ than Ethyl-
KAT networks at the same concentration (Figure 3c). We
propose that this striking difference in their topology stems
from the octyl groups of Octyl-B4 acting as traceless
topological modifiers, which drive aggregation of Octyl-B4
into micellar structures prior to gelation (Figure 1). The
hydrophobic cores of these micellar structures have a high local
concentration of reactive groups, which increases the gelation
rate (70 s for Ethyl-KAT vs 10 s for Octyl-KAT at [B4] = 10
mM) and favors intermolecular coupling, leading to a reduced
ϕλ. This notion is supported by the deviation in linearity
observed in a plot of the “effective concentration” required to
observe a given ϕλ for the unperturbed topological state versus
the concentration at which the same ϕλ was obtained
experimentally (Figure 3d).
The assembly of Octyl-B4 prior to gelation should produce

fluctuations in cross-linking density in Octyl-KAT networks;
such fluctuations are another important topological character-
istic of polymer networks.37 Hints at such differences can be
observed visually: while Ethyl-KAT gels are transparent, Octyl-
KAT gels are opaque (Figure 4a). To quantitatively probe this
long length-scale topological feature, we performed dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) on network precursor B4 solutions, as well as small-
angle neutron scattering (SANS) on the formed networks.
The DLS-measured hydrodynamic diameter of Ethyl-B4 was

∼8.8 nm (Figure 4b, black trace), which agrees well with the
expected size of an individual four-arm 10 kDa PEG star
polymer in a good solvent (8.1 nm). In contrast, DLS analysis
of a 3 mM transparent solution of Octyl-B4 revealed the
presence of assemblies with an average hydrodynamic diameter
of ∼50 nm (Figure 4b, red trace), indicating that hydrophobic
interactions between octyl groups drive Octyl-B4 to form
preorganized structures. TEM was used to further characterize
the self-assemblies: while TEM suggested the absence of any
detectable aggregate of Ethyl-B4 in solution, Octyl-B4 was
shown to form aggregates with an average diameter ∼60 nm
(Figure 4b). Based on our design principle, such preorganized
structures would template characteristic topological features
with similar dimensions into the formed network.

Figure 1. Self-assembly information is programmed into leaving
groups, templating network topology in a traceless manner.
Correlation length ξL describes the network mesh size. d describes
the average distance between densely cross-linked topologically
inhomogeneous regions. Primary loops shown in orange.
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Ethyl-KAT and Octyl-KAT gels ([B4] = 9 mM) were
characterized by SANS to understand how this preordering is
reflected in the network topology (Figure 4c). Two key
features in the SANS data highlight the impact of traceless
topological modification: First, Octyl-KAT gel shows a higher
scattering intensity in the low-q scattering profile than Ethyl-
KAT gel, indicating the abundance of long length-scale
topological inhomogeneities within the former material;38

Second, Octyl-KAT gel shows a scattering peak at ∼0.06 Å,
which we propose is related to the average spacing between
densely cross-linked regions in the network39 (d-spacing in
Figure 1) that arise from the preassembly of Octyl-B4.
The SANS curves were fitted using the correlation length

model40 (see Supporting Information) to extrapolate the
Porod exponent n, the Lorentzian exponent m, and the
correlation length ξL. Summarized in Table 1, the results
suggest that Ethyl-KAT and Octyl-KAT gels have similar
topological structures at short length-scales, evidenced by their
similar correlation lengths (i.e., mesh size), though the
correlation length of Octyl-KAT gel is slightly smaller, possibly
due to its decreased fraction of primary loops.12 At long length-

scales, Octyl-KAT gel shows a much higher Porod exponent
that is close to a two-phase structure with sharp boundaries (n
= 4),38 while the scattering peak corresponds to a d-spacing of
10.5 nm. Taken together, we conclude that Ethyl-KAT gel is a
topologically homogeneous polymer network, while Octyl-
KAT can be viewed as densely cross-linked PEG nanoclusters
(with an average d-spacing of ∼10.5 nm) loosely connected
through PEG chains. According to the DLS results of the
preordered network precursors, the dimension of these densely
cross-linked regions in Octyl-KAT is ∼50 nm in diameter.
These distinct topological structures of Ethyl-KAT and

Octyl-KAT networks translate into different mechanical
properties. Oscillatory rheometry (Figure 4d) shows that the
shear storage modulus (G′) of Octyl-KAT gel was ∼10 kPa
lower than that of Ethyl-KAT gel (∼8.0 vs ∼18.0 kPa) at the
same concentration ([B4] = 10 mM). We note that at the same
concentration, G′ of Ethyl-KAT gel is consistent with an
analogous polymer network prepared through strain-promoted
alkyne−azide cycloaddition that we reported previously,12

confirming the “unperturbed topology” of Ethyl-KAT network.
The dramatic decrease in G′ of Octyl-KAT gel is attributed to

Figure 2. (a) Scheme for KAT ligation. (b) Ethyl-KAT and Octyl-KAT network precursors. Network formation and degradation yields three
possible products (nn, ni, and ii), whose mass spectrum showing the distribution quantitatively reflects the primary loop fraction (ϕλ). Bottom
right: a representative distribution of nn, ni, and ii degradation products. The ratio of ni to nn or ii provides the loop fraction ϕλ.
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the presence of densely cross-linked regions: as chains within
these regions are too densely packed to be deformed, several
network junctions within highly cross-linked regions cooper-
atively act as one effective junction, which decreases the
concentration of elastically effective network strands.17 Thus,
though a reduction in loop defects could in principle
moderately increase the modulus of Octyl-KAT gel,12 the
dominant negative effect of its inhomogeneous topological
structure at long length-scales leads to a much softer
material.17,37 Finally, while the shear loss modulus (G″) of
Ethyl-KAT gel is higher than that of Octyl-KAT gel up to 50
rad/s due to the abundance of primary loops in Ethyl-KAT gel,
a reverse trend was observed for G″ at higher frequency.
In conclusion, we report a new strategy for the synthesis of

topologically isomeric polymer networks. From a conventional
perspective, Octyl-KAT and Ethyl-KAT gels, which have
identical chemical compositions, would be expected to have
identical physical properties at the same concertation.
Traceless topological modification provides a general strategy
to break this limitation. Looking forward, drawing on the rich
literature of supramolecular interactions (e.g., hydrogen-
bonding, metal−ligand coordination, host−guest interactions)
that lead to various supramolecular structures (e.g., cages,
sheets, helices), we anticipate more sophisticated network
topologies could be created following our strategy, leading to
novel polymer networks with diverse properties.
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